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paraxial rays with respect to the mid-plane, all field aberrations which are linear in the off-
axial coordinates cancel out, except of the anisotropic (azimuthal) third-order coma of the 
magnetic objective lens. Skew octopole fields formed within the twelve-pole elements of the 
corrector compensate for this aberration. Regular octopole fields and crossed electric 
magnetic quadrupole fields are excited within the two inner twelve-pole elements. These 
octopole fields eliminate the spherical aberration of the objective lens. The remaining fourfold 
axial astigmatism, introduced by the quadrupole fields of the corrector, is nullified by the 
additional octopole centered at the midplane without introducing any linear off-axial 
aberrations.  Apart from the astigmatic focusing, the electric-magnetic fields of the inner 
quadrupoles also act as first-order Wien filters compensating for the axial chromatic 
aberration. Because the field rays run close to the optic axis within the inner multipole 
elements, the formation of large non-linear off-axis aberrations (e.g. third-order field 
curvature and field astigmatism) is avoided. Due to the suppression of these aberrations a
large field of view of more than 2000 equally-well resolved object elements per diameter is 
obtained.

Fig.1: Scheme of the SALVE CC/CS -corrector and path of the fundamental paraxial rays, the 
blue boxes show the approximate strength ^2 and the extension of the magnetic quadrupole 
fields. Chromatic correction is performed within the two inner multipole elements by 
superposition of additional crossed electric magnetic quadrupole fields acting as first-order 
Wien filters.

In order to achieve atomic resolution for amorphous objects their thickness must be smaller 
than the elastic mean free path length. Because this length is inversely proportional to the 
energy E of the incident electrons, the specimens must be very thin for low-voltage imaging. 

Moreover, the inelastic scattering cross-section 
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elastic scattering cross-section �e for low-Z material. In this case, most electrons will be 
scattered inelastic or scattered elastically and inelastic depending on the thickness of the 
specimen. Removing these electrons by the imaging energy filter reduces the image intensity 
and the S/N considerably if the object thickness is appreciably larger than the inelastic mean 
free path length. Fortunately, we can utilize a large fraction of these electrons because the 
corrector can handle energy deviations up to at least � 10eV even at very low voltages. 
Detailed image simulations have shown that at low voltages even light atoms like carbon are 
strong scatters which produce large amplitude contrast.
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The two principal quantities are important for assessing the quality of each imaging system. 
Firstly, it is the detective quantum efficiency (DQE), which is primarily a measure of image 
noise. As the DQE is determined by signal to noise ratio (SNR), the efficient and noise-free 
components are the key to the high DQE. Second, not less important indicator of image 
quality is also the modulation transfer function (MTF). MTF describes the ability of adjacent 
pixels to change from black to white in response to patterns of varying spatial frequency, and 
hence it determines the actual capability to show fine detail, whether with full or reduced 
contrast. Using a scanning imaging system the fast components are the key to the good MTF. 
In a scintillation electron detector of scanning electron microscope (SEM) the scintillator is 
the most crucial component, because it significantly influences both the DQE and MTF. The 
aim of this study is to assess the scintillation materials suitable for SEM detectors 
characterized by the both high efficiency and fast decay characteristic. 

Looking for scintillators suitable for detectors in SEM, it is necessary to exclude all standard 
hygroscopic materials such as CsF, NaI:Tl, CsI:Tl or BaF2. They are not suitable for electron 
detectors as they require a housing to be protected from moisture. Unfortunately, for the same 
reason some newly developed products including LaCl3:Ce and LaBr3:Ce do not come into 
consideration. It is a pity, because they are characterized by excellent light yield, stability and 
linearity as well as by a very fast response. Excluded must be also so call cross-luminescent 
materials, as they have a relatively low light yield. Thus the only scintillators suitable for 
detectors in SEM are those based on oxides. However the self-activated oxides have a poor 
combination of light yield and time response, so that only activated oxides can be considered. 
From these the scintillators characterized by a very fast 4f-5d emission are the best choice. 

Earlier CL studies of scintillators carried out in our laboratory [1] and shown in Table 1 
resulted in conclusions that defect centres are responsible for a deterioration of CL decay 
characteristics of YAG:Ce and YAP:Ce, and the possibilities of kinetics enhancement consist 
in a reduction of the influence of these defect centres. The CL properties of the Crytur 
scintillators recently studied in our laboratory are listed in Table 2. The durations of excitation 
pulses at the earlier as well as at the present measurements have been 10 s. It can be seen 
that the current single crystal scintillators from the Crytur Company are generally faster. First 
of all they possess much lower afterglow. It succeeded, although the CL efficiency was 
retained or even increased. This is due to elimination of the defect centrum influences. Of 
course, scintillators having lower activator concentration are slower width lower efficiency. 

In the future, probably the major way to reduce the afterglow of scintillators and at the same 
time to increase the efficiency will be efforts of increasing the activator concentration. 
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Unfortunately, this is not an easy task for a single crystal grown because of a sharp decrease 
of the distribution coefficient at the crystal growth. Feasible, but at the expense of some 
efficiency decrease can be crystal co-doping to reduce the afterglow through nonradiative 
recombination. As for the material structure, very promising is the development of optical 
ceramics for the scintillator applications [2]. 

Table 1. Cathodoluminescence properties of earlier [1] YAG:Ce single crystal 
scintillators for SEM. 1Intensities of the CL emission (in arbitrary units) have 
been corrected for the photocathode used. 
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Table 2. Cathodoluminescence properties of new generation of Crytur single 
crystal scintillators for SEM. 2Intensities of the CL emission have been corrected 
for the photocathode used and have been related to the intensities of the 
scintillators in Table 1. 
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This contribution showcases the performance of the Zeiss Libra 200 CsSTEM with emphasis 
on the utilisation of the gun monochromator.   

Analytical electron microscopy relies on high spatial as well as high spectral resolution. The 
key ingredients of such an instrument are a bright field emission electron gun delivering an 
intense, coherent beam from a small source[1,2], a monochromator [3,4] in the gun to further 
reduce the energy spread of the primary beam and a corrector for the limiting aberrations of 
the probe forming system[5,6]. Such (scanning) transmission electron microscopes ((S)TEM) 
have proven atomically resolved spectral maps feasible in electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) [7-9]. Through the improved energy 
resolution due to the monochromator, energy loss ear edge structure (ELNES) in TEM can 
compete with X-ray adsorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) even on third generation 
synchrotron light sources [10]. With the additional benefit of the superior lateral resolution in 
the (S)TEM over present X-ray techniques. 

The base microscope is a Zeiss Libra 200 FE MC with an incolumn imaging energy filter and 
equipped with a probe Cs corrector (CEOS CESCORR [6]). Applying the gun 
monochromator (built also by CEOS [4]) brings the energy spread of the electron probe below 
100 meV. Energy selection is engaged just by mechanically introducing a narrow slit into the 
beam path in the dispersive plane of the MC, or by a slight electrostatic deflection of the beam 
in the MC. The imaging conditions of the electron source to the sample plane are not altered 
and the demagnification of the probe stays constant with and without energy discrimination.  

Figure 1 a) shows a HAADF STEM image of Si-<110> resolving the well known dumbbells 
with 136 pm spacing. The spectrum of the direct beam used to acquire this image 
monochromated to an energy spread of 93 meV (FWHM) is displayed in figure 1. b). Fourier 
filtering was applied to figure 1. a) to remove statistical noise. A raw image at an energy 
spread of dE = 245 meV is shown in figure 2. The fast Fourier transform (fig. 2 b) shows 
transfer until the 422 reflexes (111 pm). This increase is due to the better signal to noise ratio 
since beam current is increased as more electrons are admitted to form the beam at the 
specimen location with respect to the 93 meV image. The images were taken at 200 keV 
electron energy. 

Hence, the title collects three characteristic figures: 100 pA beam current for high resolution 
STEM at the 100 pm level and 100 meV energy spread of the primary beam using the 
monochromator . 

 


